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feb 22 2015 as a result the persian empire which dominated most of the middle east ruled over a greater percentage of the world s population than any other empire in history indeed in 480 b c e the oct 22 2019 the seleucid empire 312 63 bce was the vast political entity established by seleucus indicator victor or unconquered l c 358 281 bce r 305 281 bce one of the generals of alexander the great who claimed a part of his empire after alexander s death in 323 bce when alexander died he left no certain successor to his kingdom but allegedly claimed jan 25 2018 the persian empire is the name given to a series of dynasties centered in modern day iran that spanned several centuries from the sixth century b c to the may 17 2010 read more mayans civilization culture empire mayan technology remarkably the ancient maya managed to build elaborate temples and great cities without what we would consider to be essential apr 04 2015 guarding over the dardanelles for about 400 years the famed ottoman super cannon is arguably one of the most important guns in history like darth vader s death star the dardanelles gun imposed the overbearing threatening presence that tacitly boasted of imperial grandeur of which pop culture villains could only dream history ancient rome ancient rome had two major periods of history the first was the roman republic which lasted from 509 bc to 27 bc during this time there was no single leader of rome the government was run by elected officials the second period was the roman empire which lasted from 27 bc to 476 ad western roman empire the queen and the commonwealth find out more about the queen s role as head of the commonwealth aug 24 2020 the ottoman sultanate 1299 1922 as an empire 1922 1924 as caliphate only also referred to as the ottoman empire written in turkish as osmanlı devleti was a turkic imperial state that was conceived by and named after osman i 1258 1326 an anatolian chieftain at its peak in the 16th and 17th centuries the empire controlled vast stretches mar 22 2018 the roman empire at its height c 117 ce was the most extensive political and social structure in western civilization by 285 ce the empire had
grown too vast to be ruled from the central government at Rome and so was divided by Emperor Diocletian R 284–305 CE into a western and an eastern empire. The Roman Empire began when Augustus Caesar R 27 BC Muhammad lived from 570–632 CE, a little more than a hundred years after his death the Umayyad Caliphate stretched across the Middle East, North Africa, and Spain, becoming the largest empire ever up to that point in this lesson, students examine a series of documents and consider the question: how did the early Islamic empire expand?

The Galactic Empire is an interstellar empire featured in Isaac Asimov's Robot Galactic Empire and Foundation series. The empire is spread across the Milky Way Galaxy and consists of almost 25 million planets settled exclusively by humans for over 12 millennia. The seat of imperial authority was located on the Ecumenopolis of Trantor, whose population exceeded 40 million. 

Roman Britain represents a fascinating microcosm of the rise and fall of the Roman Empire. Roman Britain was conquered for vanity, half-heartedly Romanised and eventually abandoned to its fate. Roman Britain is a world history atlas since 3000 BC follow us world history maps.
timelines kingdoms battles expeditions comparative history political military art science literature religion philosophy maps based on vector database advertise interactive world history atlas since 3000 bc follow us world history maps timelines history from ancient greek ἱστορία historia inquiry knowledge acquired by investigation is the study and the documentation of the past events before the invention of writing systems are considered prehistory history is an umbrella term comprising past events as well as the memory discovery collection organization presentation and interpretation of these events the portuguese empire portuguese império português also known as the portuguese overseas ultramar português or the portuguese colonial empire império colonial português was composed of the overseas colonies factories and the later overseas territories governed by portugal it was one of the longest lived empires in european history lasting almost six a group of single celebrities join an exclusive dating agency in a bid to find true love dec 25 1991 the soviet union or u s s r was made up of 15 countries in eastern europe and asia and lasted from 1922 until its fall in 1991 the soviet union was the world s first marxist communist state the roman empire began with the reign of emperor augustus the power of the senate was limited and became an organ to support the emperor the period between augustus and diocletian is called high empire while the low empire is the era between diocletian and the fall of the roman empire in the west the high empire 31 bc 305 ad feb 24 2021 the aztec empire was a shifting and fragile alliance of three principal city states the largest and most powerful among the three was tenochtitlán the island city built by the mexica people the study of the earliest periods in islamic history is made difficult by a lack of sources for example the most important historiographical source for the origins of islam is the work of al tabari while al tabari is considered an excellent historian by the standards of his time and place he made liberal use of mythical legendary stereotyped distorted and polemical presentations empire definition a group of nations or peoples ruled over by an emperor empress or other powerful sovereign or government usually a territory of greater extent than a kingdom as the former british empire french empire russian empire the history of ancient israel and judah begins in the southern levant during the late bronze age and early iron age israel as a people or tribal confederation see israelites appears for the first time in the merneptah stele an inscription from ancient egypt that dates to about 1208 bce according to modern archaeology ancient israelite culture developed as an outgrowth from the oath chronicles of empire and exile is a one to six player strategy board game where players will guide the course of history in an ancient land they might attempt to bolster the power of the chancellor or scheme to bring the kingdom to ruin the consequences of one game will ripple through those that follow changing what resources and actions future players may have at the spanish conquest of the aztec empire is not only one of the most significant events in the early exploration and conquest of the americas but also one of the most significant events in world history in general the conquest displayed the impact of european exploration on the new world and the outcomes of the age of exploration at the time of contact both the aztec and the the empire continued to expand from 1430 and the aztec military bolstered by conscription of all adult males men supplied from allied and conquered states and such elite members of aztec society as the eagle and jaguar warriors swept aside their rivals an aztec warrior wore padded cotton armour carried a wooden or reed shield covered in hide and the aercian empire history the aercian empire was founded on may 8 1987 by canadian born eric lis and a group of his friends for the first ten years the empire was almost completely fictional claiming sovereignty over a vast galaxy of feigned planets and engaging in wars against other micronations dec 03 2019 caliphate khilafat in arabic was a semi religious political system of governance in islam in which the territories of the islamic empire in the middle east and north africa and the people within were ruled by a supreme leader called caliph khalifa in arabic meaning successor caliphs were initially the sole sovereigns of the empire left behind by prophet oct 25 2022 roman empire the ancient empire centred on the city of rome that was established in 27 bce following the demise of the roman republic and continuing to the final eclipse of the empire of the west in the 5th century ce a brief treatment of the roman empire follows for full treatment see ancient rome a period of unrest and civil wars in the 1st mar 11 2015 the inca empire was a vast south american civilization
that at its peak stretched over 2,500 miles overwhelmed by Spanish invaders the Inca Empire collapsed in 1572 May 17, 2013. The Sasanian Empire (224-651 CE) also known as Sassanian Sasanid or Sassanid was the last pre-Islamic Persian empire established in 224 CE by Ardashir I, son of Papak, descendant of Sasan. The empire lasted until 651 CE when it was overthrown by the Arab Rashidun Caliphate. It is considered by the Iranian people to be a highlight of their civilization.
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